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COMMISSION I

Photographe and Navigation - Photographie et

navigation - Photographie und Navigation

President- Mi. M.B Scher, l'SA, Secieurv Mis. C.L Norton, USA.

Monday July 24 1972. 13:45

The Commission President welcomed the delegates. He introduced the Commission Secretary, the U.S.

correspondent, J.R. Quick, the Chairman of the Working Group on MTF, 1-. Welander. and the Chairman of

the Working Group on Remote Sensing, P.M I-agundes.

A Resolutions Committee, consisting of.l.R. Quick (Chairman}, G.C. Brock, S.K.. Ghosh and S.A. Hempenius.
was appointed. Suggestions for Resolutions were requested.

The Commission President outlined the content and purpose of the Commission I Report. He reviewed the

Resolutions affecting Commission I from the XI Congress and the action which had been taken on them. He

outlined, also, the Commission programme for the Congress.

The meeting adjourned.

Tuesday July 25 1972, 15:45

The Commission President welcomed the delegates and introduced the Secretary, the invited speaker, E.

Welander, and the panelists G.C. Brock, A. Sorem, R. Jones and R. Welch. He then called on E. Welander.

After delivering his Working Group's Report, "Photographic Modulation Transfer Functions", E. Welander

called on the panelists for comments.

R. Welch reported that he had determined subjective measurability thresholds for square images of varying
sizes. The results correlated with maximum single-bar response measurements. Sizes were for Plus X, 30 /xm;

for 3414, 20 fj-m; for false colour, 60 /Am.

A. Sorem reported that Eastman Kodak Company carries out routine MTF measurements with white light, or

artificial daylight, as reported by Lamberts (1969). Variable area sinusoidal test objects are smeared on a

cylindrical lens. The microdensitometer is equipped with a low-pass filter to minimize 60-cycle noise and

granularity,

Kodak has a characteristic vector computer programme to predict the MTF curve from measurements

at 5 frequencies, but generally all 23 frequencies available are used.

Another method reported by De Palma and Jespers applies a Monte Carlo technique requiring only a

measurement of scattering and absorption. It agrees well with the older technique, and avoids difficulties from

adjacency effects.

R. Jones listed the following as some ofthe problems in using edges: slit alignment, coherence, grain limitations

and edge effects. However, he noted that edge effects also occur in photographs of ordinary objects, and, hence,

should not be discarded.

G. Brock reviewed the causes ofadjacency effects, and recommended the use of a strong restrained developer
such as D 19, thorough agitation and full development. However, it is not possible to avoid adjacency effects

entirely, and in practice the exaggeration resulting may be useful, since the purpose of taking photographs is

to see the ground, not to measure MTF,

R. Welch said that for high-altitude photography and medium-haze conditions, a background reflectivity of

10%, and a target reflectivity of 30 to 40%, are most suitable. The minimum length of the edge in the image
should be 250 f-m.

E. Welander noted that y is not considered in measuring the MTF of an aerial photograph. This is neglecting
a real image quality factor. He asked G. Brock if it would be possible to use densities instead of effective

exposures to obtain something close to MTF.
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Ci. Brock said that since the objective is a linear plot. MTF cannot be derived lor densities. However, we should
consider, if we need the Mil-' at all for image evaluation, we might rely solely on edge sharpness. At Itek it
was noted that the human eye is very good at classifying degrees of sharpness, the human operator can

distinguish between two edge images winch are very hard to differentiate by a microdensitotneter; however,
for system analysis MTF is superior.

A. Sorem noted that Kodak also had found observers very sensitive to small differences in edge sharpness.

G. Brock commented on the statement in E. Welander's Paper that resolving power is applied only at one

frequency. When the resolving power of a three-bar target is measured, the response is measured for a spectrum
of frequencies. Resolving power measurement is a good representation of system performance out to the

frequency limit, (see SPIE January-February 1972 )

The Commission President offered the authors of presented papers an opportunity to review the highlights of
their papers.

Z.D. Kalensky summarized a presented paper "Definition in the Three Image Layers of Aerial Colour Film"

by Carman and Kalensky, providing quantitative data on the variations in MTF, granularity and resolution
in the three layers. He emphasized the desirability of knowing the performance data for all three layers of
colour film, not just the neutral ones.

R. Welch pointed out that in actual aerial photography, haze would affect the relative results. He mentioned

that tests had been made using SO 121 in a mapping camera from the air, and had showed lower MTF, yet
higher resolution, than for similar tests with a black and white film.

Z. Kalensky commented that MTF alone does not provide a complete measure of image definition, and for that

reason granularity and resolution had been included in their test.

J. Haddarainen summarized his presented paper, "The Resolving Power and the MTF of Terrestrial and Aerial
Cameras in Working Conditions'". For both types of test, bar (square wave) targets were used. The target array
for aerial cameras provided 5 to 50 cycles/mm at a scale of 1:4000. Photographs were measured on a Joyce
MK III microdensitometer to provide "(MTF)" values near the theoretical MTF. Results were given for three

types of terrestrial cameras and three types of aerial cameras.

J.C. Trinden summarized his presented paper, "Relationship Between Pointing Precision, Spread Functions

and Modulation Transfer Function". The relationship between pointing accuracy and image quality was

studied to find the ideal target size, A Gaussian point spread function was assumed as an approximation to

usual point spread function. Means for computing optimum target size were established. Pointing precision of

2 to 3% of the point spread function o" was found for medium to high contrast targets.

The meeting was adjourned.

Wednesday July 26 1972, 15:45

After opening the meeting, the Commission President discussed the Resolution on OTF from the XI Congress,
and the subsequent division of the subject into MTF and OTF. He then turned the meeting over to Mrs, Norton.

She introduced R.E. Hopkins, who presented his Invited Paper, "Lens Testing or Image Evaluation".

Mrs. Norton asked R. Hopkins about combining monochromatic light to give white light information. How

is it certain that the measurements are referred to the same origin?

R. Hopkins replied that it was a problem of good metrology. The scanner is accurate to a micron, as long as

it is not moved to another image point.

Mrs. Norton listed some questions she wanted the panel to consider. How do we define what we are seeking
in an OTF standard?. How should we proceed now? What should our point of view be - that of the

photogrammétrie user?

G. Brock said he had written more against the OTF than most people, but now his views had changed, and

he would advocate it. He agreed with many ofR. Hopkins
'

points, particularly his emphasis ofthe metrological
problem, but he felt that a more simple-minded approach was possible. He pointed out that all of the problems
mentioned by R. Hopkins also occur in resolving power measurements, but may not be as apparent because

of lower sensitivity of the test.
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He regards OTF as a step lorward from resolution, but not as a final answer. His company has. largely,
dropped resolving power tests, because of disagreements in results. They had found that about half of their

customers buy cameras using M"IF specWicati« tns. His company buy s lenses to MTF specifications, test to them,
and use Ml F for focusing. In one case they found OFF much more powerful in explaining focusing problems
than was resolution. He was impressed with the speed and precision with which tests could be made, and felt

it was a practical procedure for camera manufacture. However, the success of routine use in industry was a very
different question from the establishment of an international standard.

Mrs. Norton asked what variation from the norm is acceptable for an individual lens.

G. Brock replied that any lens is rejected ii'it is more than Hl'ô below the norm in resolution value as derived
from MTF. He reported one example, when a poor lens just passed a resolution test, but failed on MTF and
on picture quality. He mentioned that it is easier to check centering error by MTF than by resolving power.

H. Meier said that we should not ask "MTF yes or no", hut for which task: for system analysis, MTF is an

important tool for finding bottlenecks which need improvement; for lens design, computers give us an

assessment of quality by MTF or spread function.

For production, his company have differentiated between photographic (pictorial) and photogrammé¬
trie lenses. For the former, MTF gives good results, saves time, and is used extensively in nearly automatic

testing devices. For photogrammétrie lenses, distortion and symmetry are very sensitive to manufacturing
defects, so MTF is not used except on prototypes.

•

Mrs. Norton asked R. Hopkins about the agreement in computed MTF between design and measurement.

R. Hopkins reported a study showing that computer design programmes now agree well enough to 30 ", but

are doubtful at 45J. For measured MTF there is very poor agreement in off-axis results in different laboratories.

The differences are attributed to locational errors.

W. Mandler remarked that he had grave misgivings about the possibility of standardizing, and that this

meeting was confirming his view. He said that we should not make complex problems more complex by asking
for a single figure of merit. If we can agree on a standard method of measurement for one point and one scan,

all the rest is just mathematical processing.

W. Pershing said they are obtaining equipment to measure MTF, but still depend on resolving power.
Computed MTFs are currently converted to resolving power for judging lens suitability. They wish to see

progress in MTF toward definitions and standards, and as a supplement for resolving power.

Mrs. Norton called on several delegates for comments.

W. Tayman said that the National Bureau Standards (USA) had been working with OTF and MTF for 15

years, but feel that it is still 5 or 10 years to a set standard. Even then he does not expect one single method,
but several.

R.V. Shack felt that it was not yet time for a clear choice of merit function. However, one reason for the use

of MTF was the ease of working with it by multiplication rather than by convolution. A merit function should
retain this feature - perhaps by using the modulus at one or two selected spatial frequencies. He suggested
seeking a figure of merit for an image at one point in the field. Then performance could be presented by
plotting contours of constant merit in a graph of field position against focus position.

P.D. Carman felt that resolving power was still most useful for some purposes, while MTF was most useful for
others. He felt resolving power was at present the more useful to photogrammetrists, and suggested that

Commission I needed to decide whether MTF was sufficiently useful to photogrammetrists at present to justify
a working group, or if they should simply watch developments in the field.

S. Hempenius described some applications of MTF pointing accuracy. He would favour, for photogrammetry,
a figure of merit weighted for the corners, since they are critical in aerotriangulation.

For photointerpretation, the centre is more important. MTF is particularly useful in photointerpretation
because its mathematical approach is applied easily to matters of telemetry, and of correlation and

auto-correlation.

The meeting adjourned.
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Friday July 28 1972, 15:45

The Commission President remarked that the increasing use of colour justified this special session. He

introduced S.W. Dos>i to present his Invited Paper "Colour" (A Report), and moderate a panel on the

subject.

S. Dossi referred the audience to his published Paper, and went on to mention some recent developments. Two
new films, one black and white, and one colour, will be released shortly for shoreline photography in

hydrographie work. W. "layman has written a draft report on calibration ofcameras for colour photography.
H. Yzennan had told him that filters were available in Europe to isolate any part of the spectrum with uniform

illumination. S. Dossi showed examples of the Engineer Topographic Laboratories ( USA ) experimental colour

orthophotomaps of Fort Sill, Oklahoma. Batelle Memorial Institute have recently published a colour

photography bibliography.

R.K. Roedel, in summarizing his presented paper, described modification which had been added to a 12" K17

camera to provide sensitometric control. On every camera frame were printed 3 control exposures: ( 1 ) a 10

step sensitometric wedge exposed by a Xenon flash lamp; (2) a 10 step sensitometric wedge exposed by
integrated incident daylight; ( 3) a single spot exposure representing light reflected from the ground, averaged
over the field ofview ofthecamera. The camera exposure was automatically controlled by means ofa cadmium

sulfide cell. He showed a number of examples of the effects obtained by balancing colour transparencies in

various ways based on the 3 control exposures.

W.V. Trollinger summarized his presented paper, "The Role of Colour Photography in Natural Resources

Exploration". He showed panachromatic and colour photographs, pointing out examples of how the colour

information made the interpretation of rock types and structures more reliable, easy and rapid. He then showed

colour space photographs which illustrated the advantage of an enlarged perspective to locate geotectonic and
structural features. He suggested that there was great potential for high quality space colour photographs.

C. Kraft summarized his presented paper on "Achromatic and Chromatic Stereoscopic Performance" of the

human eye. He briefly discussed the discovery and history of "Chromostereopsis". an effect which results in

co-planar objects of different colours appearing to be at différent distances. He described a sophisticated test

procedure which he had used for evaluating stereoscopic accuracy. It was found that about halfof the observers

saw red as nearer, and half saw blue as nearer. There was only slight correlation between chromatic and

achromatic performance. He explained the chromostereopsis effect by the chromatic aberration of the eye, and

the facts that the fovea is not on the optic axis, and the iris may be somewhat decentered. He concluded that

to use operators most effectively on colour stereoscopy, it would be necessary to measure the individual

characteristics of the operators, and perhaps modify the equipment to their individual needs.

M. Scher confirmed that when the U.S. Geological Survey experimented with colour, some operators

experienced fatigue and even sickness.

S.H. Collins warned that people looking for the colour effects described with simple magnifiers and

stereoscopes would be likely to find the visual effect confused by the chromatic aberration in simple lenses.

C. Kraft agreed that such effects would arise in simple instruments, and even in some more complex ones.

The meeting adjourned.

Saturday July 29 1972, 10:45

The Commission President said that each of the two subjects to be covered this morning, "Photogrammétrie
Material" and "Geometry of Images" would have been worthy of a session by itself, but that sufficient time

for this had not been available. Since J. Cruset had been unable to attend, he asked J. Ducloux to present Mr,

Cruset's Invited Paper, "The Photographic Materials, their Characteristics and Processing from 1968 to

1972".

The Commission President recalled the Resolution at the XI Congress asking for a study ofimage deformation

problems. This had led to a Conference on Image Deformation in Ottawa about one year ago, at which H.

Ziemann was the Commission I representative on the Programme Planning Committee. The Commission

President then called on H. Ziemann, who discussed and summarized his Invited Paper, "Image Geometry -

Factors Contributing to its Change".
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H.K. Meier said that H. Ziemann\ Paper was a very interesting and desirable study, because every step in the

process had been examined in detail to find which ofthem caused the more serious errors. He brought forward

four specific points'

( 1 ) the geometrical accuracy which had been demonstrated by H. Ziemann is quite high:
(2 » seeking residua! errors is a difficult process - if one is investigated, five or six new ones appear;

( 3 ) assumptions about sources of error must be made very carefully or they may he wrong: for example, he

mentioned that they had investigated the effect of isolated plugged holes in a vacuum back, and had

found no loss in flatness - presumably the air is able to escape by other holes;

(4) contact copying of a grid onto film under different temperature and humidity conditions gives different

deformations; this difference has to he considered when comparing results in the laboratory with those

in •flight.

H. Ziemann commented on H. Meier's last remark as it affected figures 20a and 2t)b of his Paper. The

difference of the deformations is caused by the different cameras. If two rolls of the same film type are moved

to a different environment, they will change in the same way. given the same conditioning time, as was shown

in Z. Jaksic's recent report in Photogrammétrie Engineering.

J. Dudoux mentioned some matters from his presented paper. He had measured the dimensional changes in

printed images of a grid after processing in a Versomat machine at 30 C, and also in a rewind machine at

normal temperature. Measurements showed large distortions for the first 4 or 5 metres. The rest of the film

showed residual errors of 4 to 5 fini after mathematical adjustment. He also mentioned that they had noticed

double images near the edge of the film in false colour photographs, apparently associated with buckling of

a sandwiched gelatin filter.

S. Hempenius asked H. Ziemann what advice he had for future efforts, and what was the practical effect of his

results.

H. Ziemann said that the photographs they used were the first part of a larger project, in which they were trying
to prove that photogrammétrie methods could replace geodetic methods for some uses. He believed that system

calibrations should be carried out on as large a scale as possible.

He recommended establishment of a working group in Commission I for further studies of image
deformation, because everything happening in the magazine is still mysterious.

We have passed the stage where we should have one camera for every purpose. There should be a special
camera for aerotriangulation with better image quality, especially in the corners, to permit pointing accuracies

better than the 4/^m. Larger distortions would be acceptable, since systematic errors could be corrected.

The Commission President said that the Commission intends to propose a Resolution on the subject of

calibration and image geometry.

H. Meier replied to H. Ziemann that, at present, neglecting distortion would not lead to an improvement in

image quality.

F. Heimes pointed out that since we are fighting for microns, we need to pay more attention to the turbulent

air layer close to the aircraft. G. Kupfer has reported differences in this respect between single-engined and

twin-engined aircraft.

S. Ghosh supported the idea of system calibration, but would also like to include the measuring system and

the operator.

F.L. Corten referred to the double images mentioned by J. Ducloux, and said they had found doubling in the

corners of super-wide angle monochromatic photography. He asked H. Meier to comment.

H. Meier said that we must distinguish the chromatic aberration in optical systems from the colour distortions

in the photographic material.

Commenting on chromatic aberration, he said that Zeiss had just developed the "A" characteristic

lenses, which were an important improvement. We should not expect further improvements very soon.
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Chromatic errors in photographic material are 10 times the chromatic aberrations of the optics. Even

contact copying of colour can cause colour fringes. Colour film has three emulsion layers, and their

performance requires study.

Mrs. Norton said that a double image was unusual in a good quality camera. She suggested that a poor filter

or a strain in a lens might cause trouble.

The meeting adjourned.

Monday July 31 1972, 10:45

The Commission President said that photogrammetry will become an important tool in underwater

exploration in the search for food and underwater resources. He introduced G.T. McNeil, Chairman of the

Underwater Photography Committee of the American Society of Photogrammetry, who presented his portion
of the Invited Paper "Underwater Photography", and called on his co-authors, or their substitutes, to present
tneir portions as follows: FI. Seifen, "Underwater Cameras, Lenses and Housing"; L.H. Bassage, "Films for

Underwater Photography"; C.J. Buchanan presented "Underwater Lighting Advancements" by J.W. Harford;
J.J. Welsh, "Underwater Photography and Photogrammetry Bibliography"; J. Pollio, "Systems on Underwa¬

ter Vehicles".

Many of the presentations were copiously illustrated with interesting photographs.

G. McNeil asked for open discussion from the panel.

C. Buchanan pointed out three problems in underwater photography:

( 1 ) a more efficient means is needed for controlling light distribution over large areas;

(2) the desirable film spectral response depends on the distances involved; more sensitivity is needed in the

blue - red light should be eliminated, since it contributes largely to back-scatter;

( 3 ) no plastics can withstand long the high intensity light from Xenon flashlamp, and this results in various

engineering problems, for example, a durable gasket material is needed.

He also suggested that other people consider, as an alternative to stronger lights, the possibilities of

higher sensitivity, for example, by image intensifiers.

J. Pollio said that much of the resolution loss in imagery is due to scattered light reducing contrast. This created

a problem in selecting points on a sea bottom lacking in prominent features.

He mentioned needs for faster diving vehicles, better illumination, more precise cameras, faster cycling
of cameras and strobe lights, film flattening, and automatic data processing.

The Commission President thanked the panel for their illuminating and fluid presentation. He mentioned a

paper, "Optics for Photogrammetrists", dealing with projective geometry as related to underwater optics, by
Professor Zakaznov, who offered to send copies if requests were directed to Mrs. Norton.

J. Höhle referred to his presented paper, "Methods and Instruments of Multi-media Photogrammetry", and

mentioned that analytical methods must be used for underwater triangulation as is done in Germany, Sweden

and Denmark, with an accuracy of 5 f-m at the negative. Calibration is done under operational conditions,

using either a test field, or without a test field, by 3 convergent photographs of the same area.

H. Seifert described the U.S. Navy development work on an underwater camera calibrator.

Mrs. Norton asked J. Pollio if film flattening was a major problem.

J. Pollio said that it was. Good flattening devices were not used, and should be used to improve accuracy.

Another requirement was keying of the camera to its case for consistent positioning.

C. Buchanan pointed out that all camera materials change dimensions under pressure at operating depths. At

present they have no way ofcalibrating under high pressure. He also mentioned that the camera must be taken

apart for cleaning after each mission, which creates problems due to changes, such as decentering. He suggested
that the pressure window have water on both sides so that its bending and displacement would not affect

distortion, and its repositioning would not be critical.
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He felt that the resolution which should he obtainable through water could be much higher than

obtained now.

L.W. Swanson said that océanographes have not been interested in metrics, and that the U.S. Coast and

Geodetic Survey had experimented with underwater stereometric cameras, but slopped because of the lack of

support from océanographes

J. Pollio said that, if we can show that underwater photography can help them in many ways, we can expect
to get more support from océanographes

Tuesday August 1 1972. 1(1:45

The Commission President mentioned that this is the first Congress since man set foot on the moon, and that

the launching of ER'IS 1 occurred during the Congress. Developments in photography, imaging sensors and

navigational equipment, had helped to make this possible. Hence it was most appropriate to consider imaging
space sensors at this session. He then introduced F.J. Doyle, who gave his Invited Paper, "Imaging Sensors for

Space Vehicles", and referred to presented papers by J.D. McLaurin, R.E. Forkev and D.A. Womble, M.

Benesh. R. Welch. He then introduced the panel members, and called on them for remarks.

R. Ondrejka mentioned that the cost of imaging systems for space was 4 to 5 times that of those for aircraft

and gave several reasons:

( ! ) the cost of the total mission made it necessary to use very special fabrication and testing techniques to

ensure optimum performance and guarantee reliability;
(2) special ground support equipment was needed to integrate with the rest of the spacecraft;
(3) the system had to be capable of withstanding severe pre-launch, launch, orbit and re-entry

conditions;
(4) for manned missions, the system must present no danger to the astronauts, by presence, operation or

malfunction.

He gave examples of shocks up to 2000g, temperatures to 300 "F for 400 hours, radiation to 1000

roentgens, and wind and dust storms on Mars.

D.W. Linker discussed special requirements for spacecraft and high altitude aircraft windows.

For aircraft, pressure differential of 9.5 lb/in2 is encountered; for space craft, 6.2 lb/in~, However, the

proof test for spacecraft introduces a 10 x safety factor, leading to 62 lb/in2.

Computer analysis is necessary to determine optical, mechanical and thermal properties of spacecraft
windows in order not to degrade image quality.

Windows must be protected against microscopic fractures and radiation. For radiation protection
borosilicate crown glass was used with a special coating. Heating is used to maintain a uniform temperature
gradient,

O. Hofmann pointed out some differences between aerial and space photography:

( 1 ) in space photography the advantage of covering large areas makes it easy to recognize extended features

which would not otherwise be seen;

(2) there is less detail in space photographs, and the camera manufacturers are working to improve
resolution;

(3) in unmanned space photography, the camera does not come back, and the mission should not be limited

by the film supply: therefore, electronic transmission must be made from space to earth thus - we obtain

regularly repeated exposures of the same area.

One of the problems in space is the vacuum which makes it desirable to develop instruments without

moving parts, as is being done at Bölkon Messerschmidt. They have developed a pure electro-optical scanner
using one open lens and up to 8 videcons covering a spectral region from 0.4 to 1.1 /Am. Stereo coverage is

possible by inclining the optical axis.

R. Welch discussed the suitability ofphotogrammétrie cameras for space use, summarizing his presented paper.
He concluded that photogrammétrie cameras used with a film return system had a considerable potential for

mapping from spacecraft.
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M. Benesh discussed his presented paper •"Mariner Mars 1971 Photogrammétrie Calibrations", emphasizing
the need for accurate geometric calibration of the imaging system, and of its orientation in the spacecraft.

F. Hicks showed the first infra-red colour composites taken from ERTS 1 above California.

O. Hofmann said that, in the future, good maps will be made from space photographs, and that photogramme¬
trists should be ready for this development.

The meeting adjourned.

Thursday August 3 1972, 9:00

The Commission President said the purpose of the meeting was to finalize Resolutions to be passed on to the

Council, and the next Commission I.

He said the purpose of Resolutions was to suggest fruitful areas of activity. In wording them, it was

necessary to find a middle path between being too detailed, which might tie the hands of the Commission, and

being too vague in defining the task.

He called on J.R. Quick, Chairman of the Resolutions Committee.

J. Quick thanked those who had served on his Committee. He then read three draft Resolutions dealing
with:

( 1 ) Remote Sensing;
(2) MTF and OTF;
(3) calibration of photogrammétrie systems; and asked for additions.

F. Corten suggested a Resolution advocating research on a systems engineering approach to airborne

navigation systems, and to systems which determine position, attitude and altitude parameters of imagery.

P.D. Carman pointed out that we have a Commission on Photography and Navigation, with very few

photographers and navigators present. Consideration should be given to holding a meeting at a time of year
when those directly involved in taking aerial photographs in the northern hemisphere were not too busy to

attend.

F. Corten suggested that a Commission I symposium might be scheduled to meet this need.

J. Quick began detailed discussion of the Resolutions by reading the first on remote sensing, and requesting
comments.

S. Hempenius, J. Quick, Mrs. Norton and M. Scher discussed possible overlap with Commission VII, and

agreed that it was not troublesome, and might be healthy. Resolution 1 was accepted.

J. Quick read Resolution 2 on OTF and MTF, and asked for comments.

Z. Kalensky suggested that the Resolution be enlarged to include the other parameters of image quality; e.g.,

granularity, gamma and resolving power. Otherwise it is too restrictive if it is supposed to be concerned with

image quality.

J. Quick agreed with Z. Kalensky that processing is an essential link in the image quality chain. E. Welander

said that the last sentence in Resolution 2 seemed broad enough to include the factors mentioned by Z.

Kalensky. Resolution 2 was accepted.

J. Quick read Resolution 3 on calibration, and asked for comments.

H. Ziemann suggested that "working group on image geometry" would be more appropriate than "working
group on system calibration" since calibration would be just one activity of this working group.

He also suggested we should stop with comparator measurements, not including the plotter, to avoid

overlap with Commission II.
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F. Doyle mentioned that image geometry was not the only kind of calibration required, and emphasized the

increasing importance of photometric calibration.

E. Welander said he considered the field of work of Commission I well covered by the present Resolution.
Resolution 3 was accepted

F. Corten presented the 4th Resolution; on navigation, positioning, altitude and attitude.

S. Hempemus raised two questions. He felt Resolution 4 might be too general, and that we should recommend

study of specific systems or methods. He asked if the Resolution also included remote sensing techniques; e.g.
magnetonietry.

F. Corten explained that the need was not to study individual systems, but to study their integrated use. About

remote sensing and magnetonietry, he felt it was a question of how imagery was defined. Resolution 4 was

accepted.

P. Carman left the handling of his suggestion about a meeting at a different season to M. Scher. It was agreed
that it would be passed on to the next President of Commission I.

P.M. Fagundes mentioned the importance of ground control in remote sensing, and asked if it was adequately
covered in Resolution I.

The meeting adjourned.

Friday August 4 1972, 10:45

The Commission President in opening the session said he had saved an interesting subject for the last - remote

sensing. The Working Group on Remote Sensing was set up as a result of a Resolution at the XI Congress. It

is reporting on a large-scale co-operative remote sensing project for studying the resources of Brazil. He then

introduced P.M. Fagundes, Chairman of the Working Group, who summarized his Invited Paper (Final

Report), and showed an audio-visual presentation describing the "Radam" project in Amazonia.

The Commission President called on W.A. Fischer for his Invited Paper.

W. Fischer congratulated P. Fagundes and mentioned that the Radam project was the largest remote sensing
activity ever known. He summarized his Invited Paper, "Status of Remote Sensing", and then called on the

panel members for remarks.

H. Mallon said that remote sensing can provide a timely solution in monitoring, measuring and recording
environmental conditions where other data acquisition systems fail.

He proposed a modification of W. Fischer's definition of remote sensing, to read "The observation of

an object on state of matter from a distance to determine its properties".

He mentioned the introduction of pattern recognition techniques in remote sensing, and gave two

examples: one dealing with the preparation of a storm water run-off model; and one with damage assessment

after a natural disaster. An automatic device for detecting change would have been very helpful in the latter

case. He mentioned that remote sensing could be an excellent tool for detection ofair pollutants in metropolitan
areas.

J.A. Stringham emphasized the need for effective use ofdata acquired by sophisticated technology. He felt that

automation should not go too far, otherwise it would reduce the involvement of the human influence necessary
for the planning of appropriate action. We should seek an optimum mixture of technology and people.
Interested people will quickly learn to interpret data on a problem concerning them, whereas automation alone

will produce large amounts of data, but no useful applications.

A.P. Colvocaresses discussed cartographic aspects of remote sensing, and suggested the following measures:

( 1 ) use of a single geocentric reference system, and of the Universal Transverse Mercator system of map
projection;

(2) development of procedures to produce photo maps in a matter of days to complement line maps - the

precision processor from ERTS should produce instant accurate photo maps - the same principles apply
to aircraft photography;
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( 3 ) the specific cartographic criteria for photo maps;
(4) development of operational photo maps in colour;

( 5 ) automatic extraction of essential imagery;
( 6 ) use of large ground resolution targets to compare systems.

He said we must define desirable operational systems. The film return mode must not be forgotten. A

geosynchronous mode provides time monitoring. Aircraft should not be forgotten.

R.W. Pease felt some concern that remote sensors should not be oversold. The confidence level must be raised,
the ability to identify signatures reliably must be improved before routine operational use.

I.R. film has been inconsistent in identifying signatures. ERTS multi-spectral imagery is more consistent.

If interpretation is to improve, multiband sensing will provide the answer, but a lot of development work is
still needed.

He mentioned that a calibrated thermal scanner can measure complex patterns of surface radiometric

emission, and, hence, is very useful for climatology, land use and city planning. Skylab will have a thermal

scanner.

L.W. Morley acknowledged the help of W.A. Fischer and the late W.T. Pecora to Canadian developments. He
outlined the Canadian Government approach to remote sensing, and described the organizational structure

and plans. Canada possesses a large scientific and technical infrastructure in all disciplines concerned with

remote sensing. The Canada Centre for Remote Sensing will not fund the users to do interpretation of ERTS

images because it might create a false market. The biggest users are government agencies. Satellite sensing will

never replace airborne sensing. Satellite imagery will be particularly important for reconnaissance before more

detailed airborne operations, and for thematic mapping. He explained the interrelated roles of many agencies
in planning for obtaining, processing and utilizing ERTS imagery.

M. Scher asked for discussion from the floor.

E. Paul reported on the conference on remote sensing of earth resources in Paris, France, 26-27 October, 1971,
and made the programme available to those interested.

The Commission President sensed, not remotely, that the audience were most grateful to the speakers for their

interesting coverage of this important subject.

The meeting adjourned.
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